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Question Paper Consists of Part-A and Part-B 

Answering the question in Part-A is Compulsory, 

Four Questions should be answered from Part-B 
 

PART – A(6 X 2 =12Marks) 
 

1. a)   Read the following passage. Notice that the plural nouns are missing. Write the correct plural  

      form of the singular nouns in parentheses:                                                        4x1/2=2M 

Four --------------- (    ox        ) were sold in the fair by the ---------------- (farmer) to plough the --

--------- (field) in a village in the month of July, 2013.   

b) The following is a letter written by a son to his father describing his Industrial tour. Complete 

the letter using appropriate non-finites (‘-ing’, ‘ed’ and ‘to’ verb form).                  4x1/2=2M 

Dear Father 

I think the information about our industrial tour may please you. I am sure that I gained some  

technical knowledge to empower my professional career. I, along with my classmates, ----------- 

ISRO on 25.08.2016,while --------- the small industries on the way to Sriharikota from 

Visakhapatnam.  -------------- knowledge in technical aspects,  is one of the compulsory 

objectives of our educational curruculum.We ---------- a lot in the tour. 

c) Fill in the blanks with suitable adjectives.                                                         4x1/2=2M 

1. He seems very-------------- because he is not able to answer any question. 

2. Because of ------------------- meeting, we all should leave immediately. 

3. Her success denotes her------------- work.  

4. This is the --------------- point of the dam where it gets damaged every year  in the floods. 

d) Fill in the blanks with suitable articles.                                                               4x1/2=2M 

We are------------------ members deputed for ------------- special work . The deputy collector 

informed us to meet in ------------- conference hall in the collectorate  and to prepare ---------- 

representation to be briefed to the District Collector.  

e) Rewrite the sentences by using the right prepositions.                                    4x1/2=2M 

1. The baby ran ----------------- the road. 

2.  A group of students entered ------------- the discussion. 

3.  The barren lands were distributed ---------------- the poor people. 

4.  One of the students has been felicitated ----------  the DSP for his great job in saving five 

children. 

        f) Write a paragraph about your past event. Use Simple past tense structure.           4x1/2=2M 
                          

PART –B(4 X 12=48Marks) 
 
 

2.       a)  Bring out  Abdul Kalam’s  advocation   of Prayer as a device for good human life.          6M                                                                                                                               

          b) Read the following sentences and answer the questions that follow by making references to the          

              Collocations.                                                                                                                          6M 

            1. The country needs a strong and disciplined Prime minister to curb the corruption.  

            2.  Stupidity and superstitions in religion cause a great harm to the nation. 

            3.  Literacy is a power to strengthen a society. 

            4.  Youth should fight against the evils of the society. 

            5.   Rational outlook in women will enable them to free from their bondage to men.  

            6.  A well organized law and order can keep a country with less crime. 

            Questions 

             a). How do females get liberty? 

             b). What do we need to remove the corruption? 

             c). What is the role of youth? 

             d). What are ills of religion? 

             e). How do we improve society? 

             f). Which can control offence in a society? 

 



 

 

     3.      a) ‘Our progress in literacy is encouraging.’ What are the sources further needed for its  

                   improvement             6M 

b) Write one –word substitutes for the following words.            6x1=6M 

1. The study of languages.  

2. One who talks loud in his sleep.   

3. Fear of strangers. 

4. The study of the origin and history of words.  

5. One who retires from society to live a solitary life.  

6. Fear of speaking in public.  
 

      4.      a)   How can we determine a man’s character according to Swamy Vivekananda?      6M                                                                                      

               b)  Write the correct meanings of the phrasal verbs and use them in sentences.                                  

                      i) break down ii) put on iii) call for  iv)  take over v) sit on vi) turn down             6x1=6M 
 
                     

5.     a) Describe the astrologer’s current life. How does this differ from the life 

        he expected to live?         6M                                                         

b) Given below is a story. The story has a few errors. Read it carefully and rewrite the    

        corrected version in the space provided.                     6x1=6M 

When men set eyes on a camel they were terrified by its huge size and runs away. But in 

course of time they discovered what gentle beast it is and picked  courage enough to 

approach it. Gradually they come to realize that it was incapable of anger; then they 

despise it so much that they put a bridle on it and let their children drive it about. The 

story reveal ‘familiarity breed contempt’.  
 

      

6.        a)  Can you assume a similar situation in Indian context about the marriage proposal  

                    dramatized by Chekhov?           6M 

       b)  Use the suitable idioms in the following sentences.                                            6x1=6M 

a) end in smoke b) at the eleventh hour c) a clean sweep d) break the back 

e) a bone of contention f) the hat trick 

1. Abolishment of 500 and 1000 rupee notes has become---------------------- between the 

ruling  

    party and the opposition party. 

2. He has ---------------------- as M.P in his career. 

3. He could get the job although he attended the interview ---------------------- 

4. All his plans ---------------------------------- 

5. His party made ---------------------- in the last elections. 

6. By this end of the month, we must be able to ---------------------- 

 
 

7.        a)  Why does the poet prefer non- conventional thinking? What difference does it make in      

                   the poem The Road not Taken?                        6M                                           

b) Read the sentences carefully and circle the inappropriate word.  And rewrite the 

sentences.                        6x1=6M 

1. He has a habit of writing dairy/diary. 

2. When do you go for canvas/canvass for your brother’s candidature? 

3. Can we speak always sensitive/sensible? 

4. Most of the adults in the present days have their hair died/dyed. 

5. Older people often tend to behave childlike/childish. 

6. His father always encouraged him to prove his metal/mettle in his career. 

 

!!!!!  


